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 by Joe Mabel   

Pepe's and Mito's Mexican Cafe 

"Contemporary Mexican American Foods"

This exciting Dallas Mexican-American nightspot offers gourmet dishes

that are more Mexican than American. Pepe's and Mito's is a great way to

experience nightlife in Dallas. The setting is freshly painted and spotless

with Mexican American accents. Colors are bright and vibrant, while

lighting is subdued to allow a special dining experience. Service is warm

and friendly, anticipating your every need. Specialty dishes include

Spinach and Mushroom Enchiladas, house-made Pork Tamales, Pollo al

Mojo (juicy flattened chicken breast infused with garlic), and Garlicky

Guiso (beef-onion-bell pepper stew in a dark, rich gravy). The homemade

flour tortillas and sopapillas are outstanding.

 +1 214 741 1901  www.pepesandmitos.com/  2935 Elm Street, Dallas TX

 by OiMax   

EatZi's Market & Bakery 

"All in One"

Popular with everyone, from professionals to families, EatZi's carries high-

quality gourmet foods and freshly baked breads at reasonable prices.

Enjoy a variety of foods such as a sandwich from the deli, fresh made-to-

order salads or even a hot meal. EatZi's even provides packaged meals,

made fresh, for a quick lunch or dinner pick-up. Lines are long during peak

hours but business flows pretty smoothly. Avoid the crowded outdoor

tables and have a seat inside.

 +1 214 526 1515  eatzis.catertrax.com/  info@eatzis.com  3403 Oak Lawn Avenue,

Dallas TX

 by Public Domain   

Keller's Drive-In 

"1950s Drive-in Hamburger Place"

Classic cars and old-fashioned hamburgers are Keller's specialties. Very

popular with all age groups, this hamburger institution is a great place to

eat and enjoy beautiful weather. Rustic drive-in and parking carports give

this place a nostalgic twist. Just flash your car lights to get the wait staff's

(once known as car-hops) attention. The fish sandwich, chicken strips,

homemade chili and other favorites provide you with a wide range of

choices, not to mention the habit-forming hamburgers.

 +1 214 368 1209  6537 East Northwest Highway, Dallas TX
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 by [puamelia]   

Del's Charcoal Burgers 

"Classic Casual Burger Joint"

As the name suggests, this place is known for its burgers, which are

charcoal grilled. Del's Charcoal Burgers has been serving happy

customers for over 50 years. It is a great place for kids and groups, as it

also offers a casual atmosphere with a television and well as outdoor

seating. The menu consists of burgers, cheeseburgers and the hot dogs.

 +1 972 235 9191  www.delsburgers.com/  hoss@delsburgers.com  110 South McKinney Street,

Richardson TX

 by gifrancis   

Cavalli Pizza 

"Delicious Neapolitan Pizzas"

Cavalli Pizza takes pride in its authentic recipes, fresh ingredients and

commitment to excellence. In fact, it is supposedly the "first certified

Neapolitan pizza in Texas." The menu features specialty pizzas, the option

to create your own pizza, wood-fired sandwiches and salads. There are

even dessert pizzas, the most tempting of which are definitely the Nutella

pizza and the S'mores pizza!

 +1 972 915 0001  www.cavallipizza.com/  cavallipizza@verizon.net  3601 Regent Boulevard,

Irving TX
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